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Abstract
Mo
odern CNC systtems applicabiliity to prospectiv
ve production ttechnologies is investigated. A systematic appproach to buildiing the control
plattform and creatting on its base specialized CN
NC systems is pproposed. The ap
pplication of th
he decompositioon method in CN
NC systems alllows
allo
ocating a limited, but extensiblle set of software and hardwarre components that
t implement the treatment teechnology, and
d construct a maatrix of
solu
utions for the suubsequent synthhesis of speciallized CNC systeems. Synthesis is performed by
y arranging thee hardware and software modulles
thatt create a controol system accorrding a particular processing fa
facility.
Thee creation of specialized CNC system for mullti-tasking plannning and millin
ng machine is illustrated.
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1. Introduction
I
Very often thhe small innoovative enterp
prises organizzed by
thee University, start to buildd a prototype or pilot verssion of
new
w technologiccal equipment just for testting the idea.. Such
pro
ojects use OE
EM componennts with diffeerent fieldbusees and
maanage various industrial protocols. As
A a result, very
non
ntrivial requirrements are imposed
i
on the
t control syystem.
This list of requiirements forcees the CNC manufacturer
m
too raise
ol systems w
will be
thee questions: hhow many of such contro
purrchased for a year, and how
w profitable it is to be engaaged in
maaking this origginal product.
Often answeers those questions
q
cau
uses discreppancies
bettween the poteential customeer and CNC manufacturer
m
[ 1,2].
x The tasks of ccontrolling noon-traditional processes
p
go
beyond the caapability of cllassical open CNC
C
systems
which does nnot allow them
m to be used to
o solve the new
w
range of taskss:

x The absence of
o an effectivee overall approach to buildiing
control system
ms to support new technolo
ogies like addiitive
manufacturing technology;; hybrid proceessing technoloogy
associated with the simultaaneous exposu
ure of the mateerial
to two or morre dissimilar eenergy factors; processing
technologies based
b
on new
w physical prin
nciples; processsing
on innovativee machines;
x The opennesss of the classiccal NC system
ms on the markket is
limited, although they provvide the ability
y to integrate
ystem;
custom algoriithms in the reeal-time subsy
x While using classical
c
NC ssystems there is no way to
change the prrinciple of conntrolling devicces.
x Developers of new equipm
ment and mach
hine tool buildders
i
thee
are forced to use the CNC ssystems that implement
control of useed devices.
The paper deescribes an aapproach to building
b
speciialized
CN
NC systems based on contrrol platform and
a adjusting those
sysstems to handlle specific techhnological solutions.
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2. The specifics of the CNC system
CNC systems have some distinct peculiarities. First of all,
they implement the control of complicated technological
equipment in the hard real-time mode [3]. Secondly, their
work comprises the computing and the technological aspects,
which makes them more complicated. This defines the
specific requirement for the CNC system as a hardware and
software complex, being the information source for the control
systems of upper level, like the ERP or MES systems.
Thirdly, the CNC system is a complex hardware and
software product which is constantly evolving. The
development of new versions is undertaken continuously. As a
rule, the concept of the CNC system kernel doesn't change
from version to version, and the evolution is carried out by the
improvement of the program code, which is accomplished by
means of revealing and excluding bugs and code optimization,
as well as via the extension of kernel functional capabilities
[4]. It is the software part of the CNC system that varies the
most during the stage of development, yet it is as well more
vulnerable to bugs, and therefore in some cases end users need
to receive the software updates of the CNC system (like the
updates of office software products). But to the contrary of
office software products, CNC system works in more
complicated conditions, since it implements the control in
hard real-time mode, and in emergency situations, the
controlled machines can not only present danger to the staff,
but also be seriously damaged themselves, with their price
sometimes exceeding a million euros. These circumstances
make impossible the online updates of CNC system software,
given the possible dangers. Meanwhile, the idle time related to
software updates, engenders financial losses (German
specialists estimate one hour of idle time of a CNC machine
tool in €150 on average). Besides, the software updates can
require changes in part programs for ensuring the correct work
of machine tools.
Fourth, the CNC system is a product developed for
machine tool builders who use these systems on their
technological equipment, with the end user of the CNC system
effectively using this equipment at the shop floor. The CNC
manufacturer creates his product focusing on the demands of
the machine tool builders, while the latter form their demands
(in particular, related to the functionality of the CNC system)
according to the needs of the end user. In future all the
questions related to using the CNC system should be
addressed by the end user to the CNC system manufacturer,
yet this relation is usually not at all developed, thus creating
problems at the shop floor, including the damage of the
machines.
3. The formation of control platform
The control platform is an extensible set of hardware and
software solutions, of which are composed specialized CNC
systems of technological equipment. This can be not only
CNC system but a PLC, PAC (Programmable Automation
Controller), Motion Control and in the future - Robot Control
systems. The composed control system is focused just on

specific technological equipment and it has no redundancy,
which is typical for CNC systems offered in the market.
On the lower level the hardware layer is placed (Fig. 1). The
Kernel of the control system, depending on the requirements,
can be implemented on standard PC components
(motherboard, memory, ports ...) and NC-specific hardware
that realizes the field bus protocols (SERCOS, EtherCAT, ...).
Alternatively, it can be implemented on single-board
computers hardware, for example, ARM architecture. The
HMI (Human machine interface) in the terminal part can be
built on the PC or ARM processor.
NC kernel

NC terminal

Application level

Numerical control kernel

Application software

(interpolation and look-ahead algorithms,
kinematic transformation, cycle logic
handling, task scheduling, ...)

(HMI, part program and machine
parameters editors, special
diagnostic applications , ...)

Portable level

Cross-platform libraries

.Net / Mono / Qt

(mutexes, timers, shared memory,
wrapper functions of Runtime libraries, ...)
Operating system level

RTLinux, Windows RTX,
Windows, drivers

Linux, Windows RTX,
Windows

Hardware level

PC, ARM, field bus boards

PC, ARM

(SERCOS, EtherCAT, CAN-bus, Modbus,
…), equipment control boards
(Laser control, Deflector control, …)

Fig. 1. Hierarchical structure of control platform.

Above there is the layer of the operating system. The kernel
uses real time operating system (RTOS) RTLinux and
Windows RTX (Real Time eXtension), but in future it will be
possible to extend the supported RTOS with Windows CE or
VxWorks. Solutions based on Windows involve kernel
working in non-real time, which is often used to control the
test benches.
Hardware layer together with the operating system layer
form a system platform, which on the one hand, is the basis
for the development of control systems, and on the other hand,
is open for new solutions in accordance with the future trends
in the computer industry.
The idea of cross-platform approach assumes masking
system platform features of the CNC application software
through a portable layer of cross-platform libraries [5]. At the
control system kernel a platform-independent library is
created, which provides timers, mutexes, semaphores, shared
memory, threads, wrappers of Runtime library functions, and
other elements that are specific to real time operating systems.
The standard solutions available on the market are used in the
terminal part.
The layer of CNC application software is written using
only cross-platform library functions, with no direct access to
the functions of the operating system. The control system
kernel implements the algorithm of part program
interpretation, interpolation algorithms, including spline
interpolation (cubic, Akima, NURBS), the look-ahead
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algorithm, kinematic transformation algorithms, SoftPLC
algorithms and scheduling algorithms. In the terminal part

implements the HMI, various editors, specific diagnostic
applications, etc. [6].

Process of decomposition of CNC
systems
1

2
Analyse CNC control
tasks and treatment
technologies

3
Constrict the matrix of
solutions

Expand the set of
solutions matrix
treatment
technologies if
necessary

Process of synthesis of specialized CNC systems
1

2

Determine
necessary
treatment
technology and
functionalities of
the control system

Select the
required set of
components using
the matrix of
solutions for the
implementation of
treatment
technologies

3

4 Determine the
Determine a set
of fieldbuses and
peripheral devices
connected to the
CNC

one- or twocomputer
architecture of
control system,
depending on the
required
processing power

5

Assemble the
specialized CNC
system for the
specific
technological
equipment in a
modular approach

Fig. 2. Decomposition and synthesis of specialized CNC systems.

Treatment
technologies

CNC control tasks
Geometric

Continuous laser
machining
Pulsed laser
machining

Synchronization
of movement
and laser pulses

Multi-axis machining

Kinematic
transformation

Logical

Terminal

Communication

Technological

Diagnostic

Processing of
laser signals

Preparation of part
programs

Communication
functions for
laser

Adaptive control
of laser emission

Diagnostics
and monitoring
of laser
parameters

Communication
functions for
laser beam
deflection
Interface of multichannel control

Electronic gear
box
Hybrid and multitasking machining

External
interpolator

Synchronization
of control of
different
treatment
energies

Specialized function
of visualizing hybrid
and multi-tasking
machining

Water jet machining

Correction
contour
according to the
jet shape

Control system
of high pressure
station

Displaying and
setting the
parameters of water
jet

3D planing machining

Tool orientation
before planing

The adaptive
control of laser
pulse frequency

Multiprotocol
communication
interface with
servo drives

Adaptive
compensation

Logic Analyzer

Control of drives
via the "masterslave“ scheme

Prediction of
tool wear

Digital
Oscilloscope

Specialized
canned and
measuring cycles

Communication
with the high
pressure station

Displaying and
setting the
parameters of planing
Fig. 3. Expanding the solution matrix with 3D planing technology.
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4. Deecomposition and synthesiis of specializzed CNC
systeems
Fo
ormally, the decompositioon and syntthesis of conntrol
systems is divideed into two processes.
p
Th
he decomposiition
proceess at the firstt step assumees the analysiss of CNC conntrol
tasks and treatmennt technologiees (Fig. 2). At
A the second step
the solution
s
matrrix is construucted in which the treatm
ment
techn
nology are arrranged verticaally, and CNC
C control taskks –
horizzontally [7]. A
At the intersecction of matrix
x cells are loccated
hardw
ware and sooftware compponents that implement the
treatm
ment technollogic functioonality accord
ding to speccific
contrrol tasks.
Th
he third step assumes an extension
e
of th
he set of soluution
matriix treatment technologiess if necessarry. This stepp is
perfo
ormed iterativvely to exppand the ran
nge of availlable
treatm
ment technoloogies. An exam
mple (Fig. 2) illustrates addding
the teechnology of 33D planing.
Th
he synthesis pprocess consiists of severaal steps. The first
step determines thhe necessary processing
p
tecchnology andd the
functtionality of thee control systeem.
Th
he solution matrix incluudes the folllowing treatm
ment
techn
nologies: conntinuous and pulsed laserr machining [8],
multii-axis machinning [9], hybbrid and multti-task machinning
[10], water jet m
machining andd 3D planing machining. The
nd step selects the requiredd set of hardw
ware and softw
ware
secon
comp
ponents usinng the mattrix of sollutions for the
impleementation off treatment tecchnologies.
Th
he third step ddetermines a set
s of fieldbusses and periphheral
devicces connected to the CNC. At present, su
upported by hhighspeed
d SERCOS IIII and EtherC
CAT buses, ass well as poppular
CAN
Nbus, Memobuus, SERCOS II
I and others buses
b
[11,12].
Th
he fourth steep determines the one- or two-compputer
archiitecture of C
CNC system, depending on the requuired
proceessing power and a numberr of additionaal factors, succh as
the minimum
m
interrpolation cyclle, integration in automatic line
or staandalone workk, etc. [13]. Variants
V
of using a one- or ttwocomp
puter architeccture of CNC
C system aree summarizedd in
Tablee 1 and Table 2.

i a
featured CNC veersion of onee computer architecture is
comb
bination of RTX PC basedd kernel and regular termiinal.
The variant of siingle-board A
ARM computters (ARM-baased
t control sim
mple
kerneel with simpliified terminall) is applied to
techn
nological equip
pment.
Th
he fifth step assembles thee specialized CNC system
m for
the specific
s
technological equippment in a modular
m
approoach
accorrding to the prrevious steps.
Ass an example of the propossed approach,, the next chaapter
illustrates a synthesis of specialiized CNC systems for five--axis
planing and milling
g machine toool.
5. Bu
uilding the co
ontrol system for five-axis planing and
millin
ng machine tool
t
Th
he design of the machine tool is chossen based on the
requiirements of rigidity.
r
The linear axes X,
X Y, Z provvide
moveement at a ratte not lower tthan 40 m/min (Fig. 4) andd an
accelleration of 2g,, also providinng sufficient force
f
for plannning
(Tablle 3). Rotary axes
a
B and C ensure the 3D
D planing andd are
impleemented in thee spindle headd. The spindlee head is equippped
with a hydraulic clamp
c
for fixin
ing and remov
ving the backklash
in rottary axes during machiningg. PLC controlls the tool chaange
mech
hanism, the hy
ydraulic clamp
mp of spindle head, the coooling
and air-purging spindle system
m, the impulse lubricationn of
way, the miscellaneous fuunctions for measurement
m
and
slidew
otherr.

Table 1. Variants of CN
NC kernel.
CNC kernel
k

Hardware

O
OS

Interpolattion
cycle rangge

Linux PC based

x86

R Linux
RT

0.1÷4 ms

RTX PC
P based

x86

M Windows +R
MS
RTX

0.1÷4 ms

PC based

x86

M Windows
MS

1÷4 ms

ARM based

ARM

L
Linux

0.1÷4 ms

Table 2. Variants of CN
NC terminal.
CNC terminal
t

H
Hardware

OS

Frame
work / API

Regulaar

x86

MS Windows
W

.NET

Remotte

x86

MS Windows,
W
Androiid,
iOS, Windows Mobilee

Web
browseer

Simpliified

A
ARM

Linuxx

Qt, Javva

ny version off the terminal can
c be conneccted to any keernel
An
version of the CN
NC system. Taake in consideeration that a full-

Fig. 4. Kinematiic of five-axis plaaning and milling
g machine tool.
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ble 3. . Machine toool parameters.
Tab
Paarameter

Vaalue

Working
W
area X/Y//Z

50
00/320/250 mm

Ax
xis B rotation

± 90
9 deg

Max
M planing forcee on axis X

20
000 kg

Max
M planing speedd for C-axis

50
00 deg/min

Max
M speed of a lineear axis

40
0 m/min

Liinear axes accelerration

2g
g

Machining
M
accuraccy

8 ȝm

first is
Following thhe declared sequence of synthesis, fi
dettermining thee required treatment
t
technology from
m the
sollutions matrixx. The CNC
C should imp
plement mullti-axis
maachining with kinematic transformation,, hybrid and multitasking machiniing with speecialized cann
ned and meaasuring
cyccles and 3D pllaning machinning (Fig. 5).
Fig. 6.
The structuree of the conttrol system iss shown in F
Integrated in CN
NC SoftPLC system perforrms the cyclee logic
fun
nctions. I/O modules aree connected via SERCO
OS III
inteerface bus couupler.
The CNC syystem has a tw
wo-computer architecture, Linux
PC
C based kerneel and regularr terminal. The structure of the
term
minal part inccludes the opeerator panel function
f
F-keyys and
maachine M-keyys, machine tool panel and industriaal PC
key
yboard. Machhine tool panel communicattes directly wiith the
CN
NC kernel throough internal protocol baseed on the seriaal port
inteerface.
Servo drive control is peerformed via the standard highspeeed protocol S
SERCOS III. The
T CNC kern
nel is equippeed with
a SERCANS
S
PC
CI board, whicch is the masteer for SERCO
OS ring
and
d the servo ddrives and buus couplers arre the slaves in the
ring. A set of m
machine paraameters config
gures the SER
RCOS
reaal-time netwoork in the control systeem, includinng the
add
dresses of passive I/O moduules.

Treatment
technologiess

Fig. 6. Kinem
matic of five-axis pplaning and milliing machine tool..

The machine tool is equippped with a meeasuring systeem for
a
forecastiing of
inccreasing the accuracy of processing and
cuttting tool weear system [ 14,15], as well
w
as for special
s
fun
nctions for too
ol orientationn before planiing (Fig. 7). Touch
CNC
C
control task
ks

Geoometric

Logical

Terminall

Comm
munication

Technological

Diagnoostic

Interface of
o
multi-chann
nel
control

Multiiprotocol
comm
munication
interfface with
servo
o drives

Adaptive
compensation

Logic Anaalyzer

PPrediction of too
ol
wear

Digitaal
Oscillosccope



Multi-axis
M
machiining

Kinnematic
transfformation



Synchronization
of control of
different
treatment
energies

Hybrid and mu
ultitasking machin
ning

Specialized
function of
o
visualizing multim
tasking
machining
g

SSpecialized canneed
and measuring
cycles

Displaying and
a
setting thee
parameters of
planing

SSpecialized canneed
and measuring
cycles



3D planing mach
hining

Tool orientation
o
beforre planing

F 5. Set of solu
Fig.
utions for controll systems of five-axis planing and milling machine tool.
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probee signal is suppplied to the fast
f drives con
ntroller inputs and
it is duplicated onn the PLC inpputs. PLC pro
ocesses the siggnal
on of a numbeer of
from the touch proobe and blockks the executio
nge. The propoosed
operaator actions, ssuch as a mannual tool chan
schem
me of conneecting the touuch probe prrovides a tim
mely
respo
onse movemennt stop to the event
e
of touch
h, reduces the risk
to daamage the touuch probe andd parallelize the
t processingg of
the signal. The CNC duringg executing measuring ccycle
ves notificatioon of touch event,
e
saved coordinates
c
off the
receiv
contaact point and tthe current cooordinates of sttopping.

Fig. 7.
7 Carry out reseaarch on five-axis planing
p
and millin
ng machine tool w
with
specialized CNC
C
system.

6. Co
onclusion
Th
he synthesis of specializeed CNC systeems for conccrete
techn
nological maachines is peerformed by combining the
requiired hardwaree and softwarre modules. Using
U
a matrixx of
solutions significaantly reducess the development time and
perm
mits the controol systems for a wide rangee of technologgical
equip
pment enter thhe market.
Th
he proposed approach has been succeessfully testedd in
build
ding control ssystems for five-axis
f
planning and millling
mach
hine.
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